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Preface

This surveyof furniture by Ludwig Mies van der Roheis the
second in a series devoted to important groups of material in
the Museum's Design Collection.
Mies was first of all an architect. Like Marcel Breuer,Le
Corbusier,and Alvar Aalto,he created both a new architecture
and the furniture suitable for it. The durability of his work,
though not unique among the production of his peers,is
exceptional in that his furniture achievesthe same immunity to
fashion that distinguishes his buildings. The Barcelonachair,
designed in 1929, has been in continuousdemand and
increasing production since that date.Todayit is the
uncontested monument to calm and effortless elegance —
almost a cult object for connoisseursand yet,at the same time,
so well known to millions that it may safely be used in all kinds
of advertisementsas the unmistakable sign of quality.
Mies van der Roheis representedin the Design Collection by
fifteen designs totalling, with their variations,twenty-three
different examples. Included in this group is one chair which
had neverbeen manufactured,but which was made after his
death from signed construction drawings now in the Museum's
Mies van der Rohe Archive.
Established in 1968, the Mies Archive is a division of the
Museum's Departmentof Architectureand Design,which had
held on extended loan some forty-five architectural drawings
originally assembled by Philip Johnsonforhis 1947 exhibition
of Mies's work.The Archive'sholdings now include 15,000
drawings bequeathedto the Museum by Mies beforehis death
in 1969. Thirty-oneof the architectural drawings were
published in 1972 in a monograph by Ludwig Glaeser,Curator
of the Mies van der RoheArchive.Dr.Glaesers studies in Berlin
had included work with the architect EduardLudwig, who was
responsiblefor the survival of those drawings which remained
in Germanyafter Mies came to the United States,and which
constitute the major part of the Archive'sholdings. Seventy-five
of the 774 furnituredrawings,on loose sheets and in
notebooks,are reproducedin this publication,most of them for
the first time. This selection encompasses the most interesting
variationson those structural and formal themes Mies never
tired of refining.
Objects illustrating the history of modern design may be seen
in the Museum'sGoodwin Galleries.Someof the material is
changed from time to time, but certain key works-among
them furniture by Mies van der Rohe—are always on view.
—Arthur Drexler
Director
Architecture and Design

'

Ludwig Mies van der Roheand Lilly Reich on board an
excursion boat on the Wannsee,a lake near Berlin. 1933
(photograph by Howard Dearstyne,one of their students)

Introduction

Thearchitect as designer is not as much a twentieth-century
phenomenonas the eulogists of the modern movementhave
madeus believe.Evenwhen furniture was still the domain of
craftsmen,an architect would include interiors in his design,
extendingthe rocaille ornaments of wall surfacesto threedimensionalconsoles and to freestanding chairs and tables.
Admittedly,in these cases he was the designer of ensembles,
homogeneousenvironments,ratherthan of isolated industrial
prototypes.Also,he had craftsmen, on whose intuitive
capabilities he could rely,to interprethis undetailed
suggestions.Therewas no need for full sets of working
drawings nor for constant efforts to reinvent dovetailing.
Thefirstdepartures from this happy practice occurred in the
first half of the nineteenth century with architects such as Karl
FriedrichSchinkel,the German neoclassicist, who recognized
the potential of prefabricated building elements as well as the
needfor universallyusable chairs. The century is characterized
by well-meant efforts to help the crafts catch up with industry
throughthe establishment of decorative arts schools and
museums.Typically,Martin Gropius,the Bauhausfounder's
greatuncle, built a decorative arts museum in Berlin and
directed the decorative arts school there.
In 1907, continuing the significant coincidences that preceded
the adventof the modern movement,Walter Gropiusjoined the
office of PeterBehrens,who had movedto Berlin that year to
becomethe chief design advisor to Germany'sgiant electrical
corporation,Allgemeine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft.Also in the
sameyear,architects, artists, educators,officials, and
industrialistsfounded the DeutscherWerkbund,the famous
associationwhich, through its exhibitions and publications,
becameone of the most effective promotersof modernist
ideas.Its original goal, however,was only to raise aesthetic
standardsand thereby increaseexportation of German
industrialand craft products. Bridging both worlds,the versatile
Behrbns,who had started out as a painter,became one of the
first industrial designers in the modern sense of the term. The
rangeof his work, from type faces to factory halls,explains the
attractionhis office held for the future protagonists of modern
architecture.It is also symptomatic that Le Corbusier'sbrief
staythere,in 1912, occurred in connection with a surveyhe was
undertakingon the state of industrialization in the European
building trades.
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe'smotive may havebeen similar
when he joined Behrens'soffice in 1908, although it is more
likely that what he discoveredthere were less the tendencies of
an incipient modernism than unique opportunities to acquire
specific skills. This was, in his own words,the reasonfor
choosing Bruno Paulas his first employer after his arrival in
Berlinin 1905. Trainedas a stone mason in his father's
workshopand in conventionalarchitectural offices in his home
town,Aachen,Mies felt badly preparedto detail wood interiors
and furniture.Paul,another painter turned designer,who, in

1907, had been appointed directorof the decorative arts
museum's school in Berlin,had quickly acquired a reputation
for his furniture designs. Mies's crafts background and personal
inclinations made him at first follow the traditional approach
and treatthe interiors of his early housesas parts of the entire
architectural scheme.The recognizedantecedents of modern
furniture by Charles RennieMackintoshor FrankLloyd Wright
were designed for specific purposes.The few exceptions,
individual pieces broughtout by avant-gardeestablishments
such as the Wiener Werkstatten,were produced only in limited
series. Moreover,the question of whether the future belonged to
the designer of industrial prototypes or to the creator of unique
masterpieces was still a hotly debated issue,especially at the
Werkbund meeting in Cologne in 1914.
The defenderofthe artist's eternal prerogativeswas Henryvan
de Velde,the leading figure of the Art Nouveaumovement.
Whether or notthis brief movementdeservesto be credited
with the watershed role that modern art historians haveoften
accorded it, its exponentsdid show a most modern responseto
an emerging life style.The aspirationsof the new generation,
more clearly reflected in the movement'sGerman name,
Jugendstil (style of youth),were not less valid for having been
accessible only to those who could afford to havetheir new
milieux custom designed. Vande Velde had set the example of
the totally designed environment,which, in his house in Uccle,
included even the garments of its female occupants. But he
also revealedthe dichotomy between the vision of a new life
style and its universaldissemination which the younger
generation felt called upon to resolve.
Howevervaried the political convictions of the founders of
modern architecture were,they sharedcertain Utopian ideals
which they hoped would reconcile their aesthetic sensitivities
with social realities.They also sharedthe belief that remedies
could be provided only by modern industrial technology.These
were "the methods of our time,"advocated by Mies in his
apodictic statement in 1923, that would enable the modern
architect to "create form out of the natureof our tasks."Gropius,
who had proclaimed a "return to the crafts" in his Bauhaus
manifesto of 1919 —hardly an unexpected reactionto the
technological horrorsof the First World War—reaffirmed his
original position in a memorandum to the Bauhausmasters in
1922.They had again raised the question of whether they were
to produce individual pieces without regardto the outside
world or in contact with industry.Gropiushastened to clarify: I
seek unity in the fusion, not in the separation,of these ways of
life."After accusing them of a "misunderstood 'return to nature'
doctrine of Rousseau's,"he concluded, "Today'sarchitect has
forfeited his righttoexist. . . .The engineeron the other hand,
unhamperedby aesthetics and historical inhibitions, has
arrived at clear and organic forms...." The last remark seems
to echo Le Corbusier'sverdict in his 1920 article, "Troisrappels
a MM.les architectes,"that "the American engineers eradicate
the dying architecture with their calculations."

Armchair by Marcel Breuer.1925. Tubularsteel chrome-plated
frame,with canvas seat,back, and armrests.The Museumof
Modern Art (229.34)
Side chair and coffee table by Mart Stam. 1926. Tubularsteel
frames with canvas seat and back for chair,wood top for table
(from Werner Graff, ed„ Innenraume, 1928)

8 It is a matter of speculation whether the First World War
postponed oraccelerated modernistdevelopment. In Germany
the defeat had created a climate that not only generated the
notorious intellectual ferment of the 1920s butalsoone in
which the predominanceof Socialist parties and labor unions
produced political circumstances favoringthe new
architecture.With a recoveringeconomy,the second half of the
decade saw an increasing numberof modern buildings
actually constructed, particularly in the area of public housing.
Like the other visionaries who had become activists, Mies had
movedfrom the Novembergruppe,the revolutionaryartist's
association with which he had exhibited his first modern
projects,to the Werkbund.As the association's vice president,
he soon had an opportunity to take charge of the Weissenhof '
Housing Exhibition in Stuttgart,in 1927, to which he invited all
the leading modern architects in Europe.By that time the
Werkbund movementwas dominated by architects, another
indication of the shift from design individualism to professional
pragmatism.
In their task of bringing a bravenew world into existence,
furniture was at first not a primary concern to these architects
especially since it was no longer a question of designing
unique sets but of specifying mass-produced items. These
were not available,with perhaps a few exceptons such as
Thonet'sfunctional-looking bentwood chairs. Although Le
Corbusier had found them acceptable for his programmatic
Esprit NouveauPavilionat the DecorativeArts Exhibition in
Paris,in 1925, as industrial products they certainly did not
project the technological image his machine a vivre
demanded. The exhibition, on the other hand,provided a
disquieting lesson for progressivecontemporaries on how
easily traditional craftsmen and furniture designers could
adopt a modern idiom and convert it into a successful fashion.
Indeed,in only a few years these polished pseudo-Cubist
ensembles would be joined by groups of tubular steel chairs.
Fortunately,there was the Bauhaus,and, while it was not the
only place where genuinely modern design began to emerge, it
was undoubtedly the most seminal. Innovativeproducts,from
table lamps to wall paper,found a growing market,which the
Bauhausitself had helped to create.This was,of course,not
only due to Gropius'sentrepreneurialskills but to a more
fundamental responseto a new,egalitarian lifestyle,which
found wide acceptance among a generationthat regarded
itself as the first born into a truly modern century.Thus,when
the implements of this new life became available they were
affordable—in 1931,the price of the Mies side chair with
leatherslings was sixty-eight marks (or sixty-one 1976
dollars), which is about one-sixth the current list pricebecause they were industrial products.This alone,however,
would not haveguaranteed the dissemination of Bauhaus '
designs;their successrestedon a conceptualqualitythat
made all products,howeverdiverse in purpose and execution,
compatible with each other by virtue of their common

denominator-a meaning they shared and the consumer
recognized.In order to convey this new status of sign and
message,objects had to be designed not only with new forms
but also for new materials,and at that time hardly any other
material seemed more effective fora chair than exposed metal,
with a hard,reflective surfacethat would reinforceits
technological character.It was supposed to make a statement
about functional objectivity (lacking a better translation of the
then much used Germanterm Sachl/chkeit) as well as the
progressiverejection of the nooks and crannies and the dustcollecting upholstery of furniture of the past.
It is hard for anyone today to realizehow obsessed the modern
revolutionarieswere with all aspects of hygiene. It was not just
a rationalizationbut a firmly held belief that the ever-larger
picture windows would guarantee healthier living conditions.
Forthe same reason,the flat roofsdecreed by modern
architecture were to serveas sun decks and exercise facilities,
which, for instance,in a preliminary scheme for Le Corbusier's
Villa Stein at Garches,even included a jogging track. The
psycho-history of modern furniture still has to be written, but
one can easily imagine the childhood experiences shared by
the generationof Gropius,Mies,and Le Corbusier.The
bourgeois interiors of the 1880s, the decade of their births,
must haveappeared,from a toddler's vantage point, like a rain
forest: innumerable richly machine-carved legs of pseudoRenaissancechairs and tables, tasseled plush velvet
upholstery and curtains,which kept rooms in a permanent
penumbra.The greatclean-up the founders of modern
architecture were to conduct assumed all the dimensions of a
classic confrontation between generationsand, as such, was
also steeped in adolescent morality.Stucco facades, stuffy
interiors,and ornament per se were seen as equal to bourgeois
hypocrisy,while beauty,if still acceptable at all, was only valid
as the "splendor of truth,"in the apocryphal words that Mies
liked to quote.
One can extend these speculations one step further by
considering the inventionof the cantilever chair as a symbolic
event as well as a technological feat.Admittedly,the
continuous loop of the tubular steel frame is a logical result of
the material properties and production techniques.The smooth
horizontalsurfacesallow the chair to glide overthe floor,
providing the kind of mobility so dear to modern man.The
minimal seat plane appears suspended above the ground,
creating an impressionof weightlessnessappropriate to an
age that conquered the air—in fact, some of the first passenger
airplanes were equipped with tubular steel chairs. Most
significant of all, however,seems to be the "leglessness" that
eliminated all associations with the archetypal chair,the
symbolic seat of paternal authority.The abolition of the solid,
rooted supports on which the primeval ruler elevated himself
above his subjects amounted to a democratizing gesture
which rejected past hierarchical orders.Whether plausible or
not,such interpretationsconfirm many doubts that the forms of

the first modern chairs resultedautomatically from to use
Mies's phrase—"the methods of our time."
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Aswith any other style,the modern vocabulary was relatedto
earlierforms,its reductionist principles notwithstanding,which
led to the Bauhauspreoccupation with geometric
fundamentals.But even the pureforms of cube, cone, and
cylinderhad already been exploited in the past to
monumentalize,for instance,the visionary projects of the
Frenchrevolutionaryarchitects at the end of the eighteenth
century.The cube is, of course,the logical geometric shape for
a chair,as Adolf Loos and Josef Hoffmann had already
demonstratedwith their club chairs. The cube is also the basic
shapeof Marcel Breuer'sWassily chair,the first tubular steel
chair,although the volume's outline is merely circumscribed by
the frame.This approach of reducing a chair to its structural
diagram is already present in his earlier children s furniture and
derivedfrom similar de Stijl exercises by Gerrit Rietveld.It is
alsoone of those historical coincidences that Breuerbeganto
developthis chair in Dessauin the same year,1925, in which Le
Corbusierrehabilitated Thonet's bentwood chairs in his Esprit
NouveauPavilionin Paris.The transposition from one bent
tubularmaterial to the other is as obvious as the anecdote is
believable: Breuerhitupon steel tubing when, having acquired
his first bicycle, he contemplated the perfection of its handle
bars.
It seemsonly naturalthat Breuer'sidea should havetaken hold
in The Netherlands,the bicycle country of the continent. As fast
as the newstraveled on the modern circuits, so was it exploited,
and,to judge from the 1975 steel furniture exhibition in
Amsterdam,by the end of the 1930s, about one hundred
modelsof tubular steel furniture had been produced in The
Netherlands.Moreover,it was also a Dutch architect, Mart Stam,
who would enter history as the inventorof the cantilever chair.
He is said to haveassembled,for a family member in 1926, a
prototypeout of gas pipes and fittings which, by intention or by
virtue of this improvisation,was to be a camping chair capable
of being dismantled. One of the foreign architects invited to
build a houseat the Weissenhof Exhibition,Stam recognized
the problem of how to presentthe model houses not only fully
equipped but also with exemplary modern furniture.At a
meeting—the only one attended by Le Corbusier—in
Stuttgart'sHotel Marquartsteinon November22, 1926, Stam
mentioned his cantilever chair,supposedly making a sketch on
the back of of the wedding announcementof the painter Willi
Baumeister.This now lost evidence was, until recently,in the
possessionof the Stuttgart architect, Bodo Rasch,who
included Mies's cantilever chair in a 1927 publication,
crediting the idea to Stam.Mies neverdenied Stam s priority,
and claimed only a technical innovationthat gave his chairs
resilience.
Inanswerto a letter sentoutby Nikolaus Pevsnerin 1935 in
preparationfor his Enquiry into Industrial Art in England, Mies

gavea brief, illustrated account of steel furniture development. 9
He first listed two American cantilever designs against which
he had to defend his patent claim : a chaise longue,of 1904,
and a chair by Nolan,of 1922, both of which had frames of steel
bars bent at the front into a coil that exploited the spring
principle for resilience.He then mentioned Breuer'schairs as
the first to employ tubular steel; these, however,were still rigid.
Finally,he described Stam's gas-pipe chair,of 1926, and the
improvedversion,of 1927, produced for the Weissenhof
Exhibition.The latter was not resilient,as the curved sections of
the tubular frame had been reinforcedby the insertion of solid
bars which, reportedly,did not preventthe cantilever from
sagging. Mies,therefore,concluded, "I was the first to have
exploited consistently the spring quality of steel tubes. I made
the experiments in early summerof 1927 and applied fora
patent on August 24, 1927." Mies succeeded in this, as in so
many other cases, because he not only recognizedthe
potential of an idea but also pursued it patiently down to the
last technical detail. He certainly had no past experience with
the material nor with its method of production,the seamless
tubing process introduced by the Mannesmannworks in 1886,
the year of Mies's birth.The process allowed rods of plain
carbon steel to be drawn cold into tubes with thin walls—those
generally specified by Mies had an external diameter of 24
millimeters (
inch) and a wall thickness of 2 millimeters
(y i
-which were not only extremely light but also highly
resilient.Moreover,the tubes could be bent by hand, making the
productionof a small seriespossibleeven in blacksmiths
shops. Eventually,mass production relied on ingenious
machines that could not only shape tubular frames at great
speed between adjustable rollerelements but also preventany
deformations in narrowcurve segments,through the insertion
of a single-ball mandrel.
Fortunately,Miesdid nothave to waitfor technology to catch up
with his inventionbut could unveil usable models at the
opening of the Weissenhof Exhibition in July 1927. Several
rooms in his apartment house,a four-storyslab crowning the
exhibition terrain,werefurnished with his cantilever chairs, with
and without arms and fitted with separate leatherslings for
back and seat.As companion pieces, Mies had designed a
tubular stool with a leathersling seat and a coffee table with a
circular glass top supported by two U-shapedframes crossing
each other at the bottom. In their reduction to essentials,the
designs are proverbiallyMiesian,and their clarity owes as
much to the almost diagrammatic separationof the supported
and supporting elements as to the pure geometry of the
delineating forms.Composed exclusively of circular or straight
horizontalsand verticals-the slightly inclined back portion of
the chair frame is the only concession to human anatomy—the
forms are still indebted to Bauhausfundamentals.This may
also explain why these chairs havenot achieved the same
timelessness as his later classics.
It i s another matter of speculation whether these first chairs had

"Velvetand Silk Cafe" installation by Mies van der Roheand
Lilly Reich.Mode der Dame Exhibition,Berlin. 1927 (from
Cahiers d'Art, vol. 3, 1928)

10 been affected by his close collaboration with Lilly Reich,who
had a decisive influence on all his laterfurniture designs. She
had her own model rooms in Mies's apartment house in which
she used his tubular steel chairs, and she collaborated with him
on the glass industries display at the Weissenhof Exhibition.
This was the first of Mies's famous exhibition designs in which
he was said to haveelevated installation techniques to "a minor
art."It is certainly more than a coincidence that his involvement
in furniture and exhibition design began in the same year as his
personal relationshipwith Lilly Reich.They had known each
other for a number of years through their mutual involvementin
Werkbund activities. From 1924 to 1927 Lilly Reich directed an
annual Werkbund exhibition of exemplary design at the
Frankfurtfair.She had been a memberof the association since
beforethe First World War and had had one of her shop window
displays in Berlin published in the Werkbund yearbook of
1913. The precise,geometric arrangement and the repetitive
use of display objects, in this case containers and tools of the
pharmacist's trade,alreadyshow the approach she brought to
perfection in the industrial exhibits atthe World Expositionat
Barcelona,in 1929, and the Berlin Building Exhibition in 1931.
Herwindow display style also revealsthe direct influence of
Josef Hoffmann,under whom she had worked in Vienna
beginning in 1908during herapprenticeshipatthe Wiener
Werkstatten.
Lilly Reich,who is said to haveoperated a couture salon in
Frankfurt,always had a special interestand expertise in
textiles. Thefirst of herdiverse contributions in this area was
the Velvetand Silk Cafe ' that she and Mies designed for the
Mode der Dame Exhibition in Berlin in September 1927. This
occasion also provided a showcasefor quantities of Mies's
tubular steel furniture; groups of his chairs and tables were
placed in spaces created by the display stands,freestanding
curved and straight tubular frames from which the fabrics were
hung in great lengths.Theseare the antecedents of the
interposed wall elements that Mies was to use in the Tugendhat
Houseand the BarcelonaPavilionas space-articulating
devices. "The effect was one of the most ravishing,through the
harmonyof the fabrics, and the movementof the mural
surfaceshe had managed to create with these fabrics,"wrote
Christian Zervos,in 1928, in a Cahiers d'Art article in which
Mies was held up as an example of "a certain numberof
German architects, who do not at all lack sensitivity and
finesse."Theharmonyof the fabrics was undoubtedly due to
careful color coordination,and the handling of color was
anotheraspect of their work which Lilly Reich seemed to have
affected directly.At a time when an aseptic white had become
the modernist hue, her belief that "one must havecourage for
color" was more than justified.
With only black-and-white photography in existence,there is
little informationabout the colors in Mies's early works. In a talk
given by Mrs.Tugendhatin Brno in 1969 a more detailed
description of the colors and materials which Mies and Lilly

Reich tested in the house is provided.The principal sitting area
may serve as an example for the range of color.In front of the
tawny,golden onyx wall, on a rug of natural wool,stood a group
of Barcelonaand Tugendhatchairs, a TugendhatX coffee table,
end a bench table. The cushions of the Barcelonachairs were
coveredin emerald green cowhide, those of the Tugendhat
chairs in a silvergray fabric. Rubyred velvethad been chosen
for the cushion of a reclining chair placed against the long
glass wall, which could be closed by curtains of silver gray
Shantungsilk. Sparkling accents were created throughoutby
the chrome-plated chairand table frames, heating pipes,and
column sheathings.In order to emphasize the floor as a plane,
parallel and equal to the ceiling, it was surfaced in its entirety'
with white linoleum.This remained an exception, for in most
interiors, such as the 1930 Philip Johnson apartment in New
York,Mies and Lilly Reich used so-called twisted matting,a
machine-woven,yard-wide rice straw material,imported from
China.Coveringthe floors wall-to-wall, these mat surfaces
imparted to the roomsa certain Japanese flavorwhich Mies
must haveapproved.Like most modern architects, he could not
but admire the traditional Japanese interior,if for no other
reasonthan the absence of furniture which obviated the trauma
of the leg forest.Although Mies always denied any Japanese
influence on his architecture there are nonethelessaffinities,for
instance,in the contemplative natureof his spaces,which, like
the BarcelonaPavilion,seem to tolerate but one silent viewer.
By the end of the 1920s there was sufficientdemand in Berlin
for a store to specialize in contemporary Japaneseevery-day
objects, which, with their understated refinement,had much
appeal to the educated tastes of the Werkbund members.
This was certainly the case with Lilly Reichwho is remembered
especially for unfailing taste combined with rigorousstandards
as to what was modern design. Extremelyarticulate, she
participated in the actual work through conversation,and while
Mies did much of his thinking by sketching—consuming
stacks of typewriter copy paper- Lilly Reich seems to have
had her ideas always ready in her head.Mies,according to one
of his employees from these years,rarelysolicited anybody's
comments but was always eager to hear her opinion. Even
without any temporal distance the natureof such collaboration
makes it nearly impossible to sort out ideas and hands.Only in
a few instances does the surviving evidence provide clues:
curvaturestudies, unmistakably by Mies's hand,attest to his
participation in a Lilly Reich chair design, an upholstered seat
and back wood frame mounted on tubular steel runners,
produced as model LR 120 and shown in the dining room of her
model houseat the Berlin Building Exhibition.Lilly Reich'sand
Mies s model houses at that exhibition were not only
conceptually an entity but also physically linked by a long wall
as if to symbolize their close connection. In fact, at this
exhibition, they officially shared the direction of the principal
section, The Dwelling in Our Time,"where Lilly Reich was also
responsiblefor the design of innumerable industrial displays.
By temperament and background—she came from a well-to-

Folding chair by an unknown designer. 1927-28. Beechwood
(from Die Form,no. 6, 1928)
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do,factory-owningfamily in Berlin—Lilly Reichwas eminently
suitedfor such challenges. Herenergetic and enterprising
naturealso benefited Mies's office although she neverceased
to maintainher own. Shecontinued to take care of his business
andpersonalaffairs after he left for Chicago in 1938, and she
visitedhim there at the outbreak of the war.It is not certain
whethershe had hopes of joining him and teaching at the
IllinoisInstituteof Technologyas she had taught under Mies at
the Bauhaus.Lilly Reich survivedthe war but did not live long
enoughto see Mies again; she died at the age of sixty-two in
Berlinin 1947.

Thiswas exactly twenty years after the beginning of a
partnershipthat had coincided with one of the most productive
periodsin Mies's career in Germany.The following year,1928,
sawnot only the completion of the houses for the silk
manufacturersLange and Estersin Krefeld but also the start of
theTugendhatHouse in Brno,as well as the exhibition designs
forBarcelona.At first, these did not include the German
Pavilion,and the circumstances of its origin are not without
relevanceto the character of the Barcelonafurniture.According
rauma to Mies,the pavilion was an afterthought since the Barcelona
ese
expositionwas meant to follow the nineteenth-centurytradition
:ies,for of presentingindustries ratherthan nations.Although none
i, like
wereplanned atthe beginning, some substitutes for national
wer.
pavilionsappeared in the course of the preparations.The
lerlin
Germanofficials, apparently caught by surprise,asked Mies,
day
whowas supervising the installation of various industrial
ich
exhibitswith Lilly Reich,to design, almost overnight,a national
;rs.
pavilion.Its modest size,which was determined as much by the
limited time and funds as by Germany'snew republican image,
bered
did not impede the pavilion's strictly representativepurpose.Its
dards
principalfunction was to serveas a setting for an inaugural
ceremonyin which the Spanishking was to sign his name into
while
a golden book.
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Forthis symbolic act Mies designed the table which was
placedagainst the onyx wall and which, like an altar,identified
the ritual center.A second,and larger,table in front of the light
wall,must haveserveda more profanepurpose,the
deploymentof champagne bottles and glasses.The
ceremonialpurpose of the pavilion is further evident in the
natureand placement of the seats,which clearly reflect
hierarchicdistinctions. Therewere only two Barcelonachairs,
which,placed at right angles to the onyx wall, faced the
entranceacrossthe length of the room.All other seats were
ottomansplaced at a respectful distance along the glass walls
on either side of the room.The two Barcelonachairs were
obviouslymeant for Alfonso XIIIand Victoria Eugenie,whose
reignwas to be in jeopardy beforethe pavilion had been
completelydismantled and shipped back to Germany.
Ironically,Mies,the former president of the Novembergruppe,
which took its name from the German revolutionof 1918,
designed what amounts to a modern version of a royal
throne.But, as Curt Glaser wrote in his review of the

Novembergruppe'sten-year exhibition in 1930, "Convictions
do not make art. The creativeforces among the former
comrades havelong given up the Novemberspirit that once
broughtthem together.A building like the German Pavilionis
not evidence of a sharedfaith . . . but of a matureartistic
personality."
It is, indeed, no small achievementto havetranslated into an
unmistakably contemporary design all those historical
allusions,which must,at least subconsciously,haveentered
Mies's mind. He was, after all, a nativeof Aachen,the city of
Charlemagne,and a professedadmirerof vernacular medieval
architecture.It is left to speculation whether the design of the
Barcelonafurniture started with an individual piece that might
disclose a specific source of inspiration.The tables, for
instance,suggest the sawbuck,a common table trestle,as the
model for the cross support.The same shape also was used in
World War I trenches for knife-rest barbed-wire palisades,
which the Germans called Spanish Riders.In both cases the
crosses are connected at their intersections by a transversebar
omitted by Mies in his adaptation,which made the Barcelona
tables reportedly quite unstable.The ottoman, perhaps the
most derivative of the Barcelonapieces, has the longest line of
predecessors—from the folding stools of ancient Egypt and the
curule chairs of the Romansto the Neoclassicist revivalsof the
early nineteenth century.Yetcomparing Mies's versionwith
only a few of its antecedents revealsall the subtleties beneath
the simplicity of his design. The lateral symmetry of the cross
support,for instance, is relievedby hardly noticeable shifts in
the other directions: the cross joint is moved off center toward
the seat by a few millimeters; the radius of the curve under the
seat is slightly shorterthan that of the bottom curve,where the
feet project on either side beyond the seat. In correspondence
with the proportionsof the Barcelonachair,the ottoman is
wider than it is deep, and its alignment in rowsin the pavilion
anticipates its later elongation into a bench for his 2400
Lakeview Avenue apartment building in Chicago, of 1962.
While Mies neverused the Barcelonatable design again, he
converted the ottoman into a coffee table for his own apartment
in Chicago, replacing the seat with a travertine top.
In medieval times, the principle of the traditional X stool was
applied to folding chairs in which the cross supports extended
abovethe seat surface to end in armrests.In one common form
the sides of these chairs were made of laths,which alternately
crossed each other under the seat and ended in horizontal bars
at the bottom and at the top, where they formed armrests which,
in turn,connected to a back panel. In an adaptation of this
versionto a wooden lounge chair,an unknown German
designer extended the laths of one side to back height and
bent the other down to seat level,changing the direction of the
chair by ninety degrees.Mies had undoubtedly known this
design, which was reproducedin the Werkbund journal, Die
Form,in June 1928, on the same spreadwith some of his
tubular steel pieces, and which is a natural "missing link

TubularTugendhatchairs in model interior by Carl Otto andJar
Ruhtenberg,Berlin Building Exhibition. 1931(from
Innen-Dekoration, July 1931)

1 2 between the historical precedents and their modern
reincarnation.Mies dramatically simplified the form of the
frame,employing, in the side crosses,only one curve for the
back-and-leg bar and two for the seat-and-leg bar.In the
original chrome-plated Barcelonachairs these seat-and-leg
bars were two separate pieces welded to the back bars,while
for the currentstainless-steel version,Mies adopted a half-lap
wood joint which reducesthe cross element to its two natural
components.The sides are connected by transversebars
which, at the front of the seat and at the top and bottom of the
back, are welded together.The medieval lathwork has been
replaced by leatherstraps,which, alternating at the central
transversebar,are screwed to the bar's edge. The chair's
elegance owes much to its lightness,but the choice of material
seems indebted neitherto Englishnineteenth-centurystrap
metal rocking chairs nor to the American precedents of Mies's
cantilever chairs. The use of flat steel bars seems, rather,
dictated bythelogicofthedesign.inwhichtheframe
representsthe edge of two intersecting curved planes.Visually,
too, the flat bars seem to rest more comfortably on the ground,
while in elevation their profile almost disappears.
e
A
7

In the original chair,the bars,which in section measured 35
millimeters (1% inches) by 11 millimeters ( inch), were 1.5
millimeters (Vieinch) thinner than in the current stainless-steel
versionproduced by Knoll in the United States.Stainless steel
is said to havehad an increasingappeal to Mies not only
becauseof its warm tone,even if mirror-polished,but also
becauseof its absolute reliability in contrast to chrome plating
which, if not carefully executed,tends to peel. Moreover,
stainless steel enabled him to reduce the substantial fillets in
the narrowangles of the crossjoints requiredby the original
assembly and plating process.As,even today,the welding of
the joints and the polishing of the frame is done mostly by hand,
the chair has been criticized as an anachronism,but this
attitude overlooksthe fact that it was neverdesigned for mass
production nor meant to be particularly comfortable for its
original purpose as a ceremonial seat.Thus,the cushions
which were coveredwith white kid leather but only loosely
tufted, lacked the durability of the later editions with their
carefully designed welt and button details.
Mies,who liked comfortable,spacious chairs, and often drew
traditional wing chairs into his austereinteriors,was certainly
not unawareof the Barcelonachair's limitations. Forthe
TugendhatHouseof the following year,which was to
demonstrate the new architecture in every respect,comfort
could hardly havebeen provided by conventionalclub chairs.
By applying the cantilever principle of the tubular steel chairs
to a flat barframe to give it resilience,Mies arrived atthe
Tugendhatchair,where a continuous seat and back frame is, in
front at either side, screwed onto a support frame that
descends in a sharp S curve to the floor.The flexibility of the flat
bar steel, traditional spring material,is exploited most
effectively to allow an agreeable bouncing motion.An

additional concession to comfort are the arms which notonly
make it easier to get out of the chair but also improveits
appearance,as their projection, parallel to the seat frame,
relievesthe top-heavinessof the relativelyhigh back. The'
cushions reston leatherstraps that span the frame laterally;
two curved stiffening bars under the seat keep it from bending
inward under the weight of a sitter.Morecomplex and
ambigious in its form,the Tugendhatchair has neverfoundthe
same popularity as the much-copied Barcelonachair.Whether
the hybrid concept of the Tugendhatchair prompted Miesto
design the chairsimultaneously in a tubulararmless versionis
uncertain,but a year after the completion of the Tugendhat
House in 1930, two such chairs were shown at the Berlin
Building Exhibition.
The same double-track approach was taken in the design of
the Brnochair,although all of the examples but one in the
TugendhatHousewere tubular.The motivation for the designof
this chair was again the desire to improvethe existing models
and to produce a more comfortable and practical dining chair.
Theearlier tubular side chair had the disadvantage,particularly
in the versionwith arms,of having semicircular curves that
extended about 250 millimeters (10 inches) beyond the seat
edge, making it difficult to get out and aroundthe chair.Mies,
therefore,flattened the frontal curve in the Brnoframe, which'
loops aroundthe single seat and back piece attached'to it in
front and back. The lighter curve atthe bottom still had the
drawback of allowing the chair to tip forward too easily.But it
took up much less space so that twenty-fourcould be placed
aroundthe extended dining room table in the Tugendhat
House.All of them had upholsteredseat panels covered in
white calf parchment,which was also wrapped aroundthe arm
section of the frame. The flat bar version followed the same
proportions,but the frame was not continuous. It was reduced
to two runnersconnected atthe bottom by a cross bar and, in
front and back, by the seat panels which, somewhat against
Mies's structural logic, assumed the function of the frame. In
the current stainless-steel version,the front curve is even flatter,
and the thickness of the steel bars as well as of the seat and
back panels has been increased,making it somewhat less
gracious.
Another piece of flat bar furniture that made its debut in the
TugendhatHouse is the classic X coffee table. Originally called
the Dessautable, it may havebeen designed in orfor the
Bauhaus,whose director Mies had become in August 1930.
Again,the simplicity and elegance—a cross of four bar angles
supporting a square glass plate-is Miesian par excellence.
Many of the furniture pieces in the TugendhatHouse,
particularly in the upper rooms,were made entirely of wood,
using precious tropical veneerssuch as the vividly patterned
zebrawoodin the children's rooms.Among them were tables of
different sizes,which followed what one might now call the
Parsonsformula: the square legs were movedto the corners

Dining table with rosewoodveneerand chair with parchment
seat and back from Mies van der Rohe'sapartment in Berlin.
Late 1920s. Presentlyin possession of Georgia van der Rohe

andlined up flush with the top, as if the entire table were cut out
ofa cube.Theveneerapplied vertically to the legs continued
without interruptioninto the fascia of the top, which is always
widerthan the legs in the desk and dining tables but equal in
thecoffee tables. Mies had first furnished his model apartment
atthe WeissenhofExhibition with these wood pieces, which,
despitehis preoccupationwith steel furniture,he continued to
usefrequently.Therewas a growing controversyin the 1920s
betweenthe defenders of warm wood and tradition and of
modernsteel and progress,which filled the pages of trade and
art magazinesalike, among them CreativeArt where, in 1929,
CharlottePerriand,who had collaborated with Le Corbusier in
thedesign of his furniture,wrote in an almost ecstatic rebuttal.
"Metalplaysthe same part in furniture as cement has done in
architecture.It is a revolution.. . . Brightness—loyalty—liberty in
thinkingand acting. We must keep morally and physically fit.
Badluck for those who do not."The differences between Le
Corbusier'sand Mies's perceptions of furniture as elements of
the newarchitecture are particularly apparent in their treatment
ofwood and cabinetwork. Evenwithout his known predilection
for navalarchitecture Le Corbusierwould haveended up with a
compactsubmarine environmentsince his aim of a complete
functionalrationalizationof the modern dwelling requiredall
storageelements to disappear into the interior walls. Mies,who
was not adverseto turning a freestanding cabinet into an
interposedwall or vice versa,had,however,no scruples about
designingwardrobe-type pieces of furniture,as in the upper
roomsof the TugendhatHouse.Coveredwith precious veneers
andexecutedwith the highest standards,these, like all other
designsby Mies,still belong as exquisite individual objects to
the past craft tradition ratherthan modern machine production.
Atany rate Mies must not havetaken the wood-metal issue too
seriously,as in his own apartment he had added wood dining
chairsthat were designed in the same manner as the wood
tablesand were originally intended for the TugendhatHouse.
Thebench table in the sitting areathere was a miniatureversion
of a large low table with legs replaced by solid sides,first
shownin the glass industries exhibit at the Weissenhof in 1927.
Thelarge desk in the library areaof the TugendhatHousewas
originallydesigned in analogy to the dining table as a wood
slab cantileveredeccentrically from one cruciform support
anchoredin the floor.But since Mr.Tugendhatpreferreda
movabledesk, its top was thereforeequipped with four
chrome-platedtubular steel legs. This was probably the
beginningof a preoccupation,especially Lilly Reich's,with
furnituredesigns that combined tubular elements with wood.
Theresultsnot only had a distinctly modern and architectural
look in their clear separation of supporting metal and
supportedwood parts but also made the furniture lighter and,
whatwas perhaps an even more important aspect, permitted it
to be dismantled. Thus,all the furniture that Philip Johnson
commissioned in 1930 for his New Yorkapartment fitted into
twelvecrates. It included such items as a leather-covereddesk
on tubular legs,which Lilly Reich had designed for her own

apartment,and bookshelvesin which tubular steel poles held
13
the wood boards between them like ladders.In another design
for a low shelf,the poles pierced through the boards,which
cantilevered at either end. This variation was first used for a
freestanding cabinet in the TugendhatHousewhere the
inserted steel tubes not only supported the interior shelf but the
entire cabinet body,which had sliding smoked-glass doors on
either side. In some cases the tubular elements were reduced
to the subordinaterole of providing short metal feet, as in the
case of the day bed which also made its first appearance in the
Johnsonapartment and is now the only one of these
combination pieces that has been put into production again by
Knoll. Originally,its mattress restedon a wide wood frame and
a cross webbing of rubber straps,which were so tightly strung
that in one incident they collapsed the frame, injuring a visitor
to the Berlin Building Exhibition in 1931.
At this exhibition, Mies and Lilly Reich introduced in their
various model houses and apartments a number of new pieces
which were either elaborationsor further developments of the
1927 chair designs. Therewas, first, the lounge versionof the
tubular steel chair,somewhat lower and wider with an inclined
seat,which made the model with arms, in particular,even more
reminiscent of a Thonet rocking chair than did the preceding
side chair.The lounge chair had,for improvedcomfort, a onepiece roll and pleat cushion that restedon straps stretched
acrossthe frame. This solution,which provided an
uninterrupted seat surface,is credited to Lilly Reich,who is said
to havealso detailed the continuous caning in which these
lounge chairs, as well as the side chairs, were available.Here,
as with the wood furniture,she exploited the visual as well as
tactile play of contrasts between the literally cold metal parts
and the textured, sometimes even sensually soft, surfaces.
Another model developed in 1931 was a cantilevered chaise
longue in tubular steel,with a two-piece frame variation.The
quite ungeometric form reflected the anatomical realities of the
human reclining position: the curves,starting from the floor like
any other cantilever chair,moved up and then down in straight
lines to support legs and thighs and then continued upward in a
wide arc to cradle the back. In the two-piece variation,the
separate seat frame is extended to give support to the feet, the
base frame is bent further back and clamped with brackets to
the seat frame below the knees.The point of the spring
connection and the form of the rising curve must have
preoccupied Mies considerably,to judge from the numerous
charcoal studies. It remained the only other application for the
spring connection of the Tugendhatchair,although Mies
continued to investigate diverse possibilities.
The chaise longue was the last of Mies's executed chair
designs, as none of the new models he proposed in the coming
years were put into production,not even the reclining frame,of
1932, which he had developed far enough to consider a patent
application. Although derived from the chaise longue,the
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1 4 tubular frame resembled,in its straightened elongated shape,
a simple deck chair.While meantto serveas such, it was
conceived for a more universaluse.As a freestanding piece, the
frame could rest in two positions in its own cradle, a
semicircular cantilever,which, rising abovethe seat,also
providedarmrests.As an attached piece, the frame could be
hooked into a railing on a ship's deck or suspended from a tree
branch or ceiling hook by means of a wire and spring device,
which was to add a degree of resilience.Not only were new
designs to remain unrealized;Mies was neverto haveanother
opportunity for as complete and definite a statement about the
modern domestic interiorasatthe Berlin Building Exhibition of
1931.
While the Weissenhof Exhibition,in 1927, had been an avantgarde event,the Berlin exhibition fouryears lateramounted to
almost a celebration of the modern movement'sofficial
recognition and wide acceptance. Its influence began to
spread beyond the frontiers: an exhibition by the Werkbund in
Paris,in 1930, where Mies's and Breuer'stubular steel chairs
hung side by side from floor to ceiling acrossa wall, was
acclaimed in the press as presenting the "skeleton of a new
life."At the same time, Philip Johnsonand Henry Russell
Hitchcock were preparing an exhibition, which opened at the
beginning of 1932 at the Museumof Modern Art and gave the
new architecture the status of an internationalstyle. This was as
much a reflection of its actual achievementsas of the public
perception of modern architecture which was increasingly
identified with a new life style and which, although austere,
was healthy,honest,and full of promise. In a review of the
model roomsat the Berlin Building Exhibition an author
reprovedthe traditionalists for their "horror vacui,"proclaiming
the bare interiors as "projection screens for the radiationsof an
existential feeling that has grown richeragain." The exhibition
itself was also an act of optimism in so far as it had been
organized in the face of a worsening world-wide economic
crisis, which already had deprived Mies and most of the
participating architect's of any commissions.
However,the situation seemed,at least in the beginning, not to
affect furniture production too adversely.The architects, who
had all been rushing into tubularsteel design, now had the
additional incentive of royaltiesas a source of income. At the
beginning of the 1930s the manufacturersof tubular steel
chairs had also caught up with the trend,recognizing a unique
opportunity for a major inroad into the established markets for
wood furniture.The reactionof a firm like Thonet,which
considered tubular steel furniture as a logical extension of its
existing program into a different material,was to secure the
necessaryproduction capacity through the acquisition of
smaller manufacturers.Desta (Deutsche Stahlmobel),in Berlin,
which Thonetabsorbed in 1929, produced tubular steel chair
designs by such leading modern architects as Mart Stam,Erich
Mendelsohn,and the Luckhardt brothers.The patent and
design rights, however,were often retained by the original firms,

as in the case of Desta where they were retained by its formei (1,0
owner,Anton Lorenz,who formed an office for developmentand mar
marketing of furniture designs.
wen
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The name Lorenzis connected with some of the major legal
exp
battles fought overdesign priorities during this period. Inorder fort
to retain his rights on the Mart Stam chair he sued Thonet,
avo
which, despite Walter Gropius'sassistance as expert, lostthe aga
case in the German high court in 1932. Nevertheless,Thonet Ger
was able to consolidate its monopoly in the same year as
law
producer of Stam's designs. Its Frenchsubsidiary had been
the
bringing out Le Corbusier'sgroup since 1929, while, in
Mie
Germany,it had gotten hold of Breuer'sdesigns through the
fina
acquisition of Desta,which Lorenzhad merged with Standard- mo
Mobel,the firm that Breuerand another Hungarian had set upin of a
the mid-1920s. Finally,as the last one to join the illustrious
Mie
stable, Mies signed a contract in November 1931 with Thonet- pro
Mundus in Zurich, which offered him both an annual retainer
whc
(2,500 marks or 2,200 currentdollars) and royaltyfees (fiveper f°
cent of the retail price). Obviously,the prospects of large-scale a
production, world-wide distribution, and the resulting income
Lop
were reasonenough for Mies to abandon his previous producer. fina
sim
Forfour years he had all his pieces made in what he described
Mie
as a small locksmith's shop,the Berliner Metallgewerbe
ri
Joseph Muller.In 1931, its technical manager established his
Lav
own firm in Berlin under the name Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,
which even had its own showroomdesigned by Mies. His office Wf
also seems to haveput together the sales catalogue in which
a
each item was identified by an MRor LR prefixed code number. by
It included all fifteen chair,stool,and table models that Mies
wa
had designed in steel, as well as a chair,four tables, a bed,and
wh
two couch frames that Lilly Reich had contributed. All frames
be
were offered in lacquered,nickel- or chrome-plated finishes
oc
and various cover materials such as cowhide or pigskin, two°ff
cord yarn fabric or plain and checkered linen,caning, and,for
rec
the tables, plywood, rosewoodfor the Tugendhatcoffee table,
P'
and clear or black glass. Whether the entire line was part of the
Ch
Thonetcontract is uncertain,as the 1934 catalogue lists only
s
the tubular steel chairs with caning or fabric —the armchair in
°n
fabric showsan unexpected addition of wood strips to the top
^
of the arm portion of the frame —and the chaise longue in the
a
one-piece version.This limitation may havehad political as well
f
as commercial reasonssince after 1933 the new regime in
'
Germanydisapprovedof metal furniture,which, besides being
La
associated with the aberrationof modern architecture,lacked
su
warmthand substance toqualify forproper"Blutund Boden"
D
(blood and soil) interiors.
joi

Se
However,tubular steel chairs were,even then,acceptable in
doctors or business offices, and, since the fashion continued
outside Germany,Mies derived an income from his royalties.In
1937, for instance,when he had given up all hope of receiving
commissions in Germany and decided to leavefor the United
States,Thonet'ssales of his chairs amounted to 637,572 marks
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(1,019,860current dollars) of which Mies received 30,225
marks(48,346 current dollars). A part of this income, however,
wentto AntonLorenz,with whom, apparently under the threat of
anotherlawsuit,Mies had signed, in 1934, an agreementto
exploiton a fifty-fifty basis both their patent and design rights
fortubularsteel furniture. But Mies was notaltogether able to
avoidlegal battles,as he was asked by Thonetto take action
againstan infringementof his patent rights by two other
Germanmetal furniture manufacturers,Mauserand Arnold.The
lawsuit,which began in 1937, before he and Lorenzhad left for
theUnitedStates,was carried on by their agents, Lilly Reich in
Mies'scase,and patent attorneys throughoutthe war years.The
finalcourt decision in March 1944 was corrupted by political
motivations,as itaccepted the obviously fabricated evidence
of anobscurepriority and allowed anullment action against
Mies'spatentrights. Evenprotective clauses of the execution
procedureswere not deemed applicable to someone like Mies
whohad left Germanyfor reasonsof culture and politics and
foundemployment in an enemy country.The attorneyswere
alsokeptbusy during the waryears with suits by Mies and
LorenzagainstThonet,which had soughtto revisetheir
financialterms; and between Mies and Lorenzthemselves,
sincethe latter tried to by-pass their agreement.After the war
Mies,as a United Statescitizen, could haveregained his patent
rightsbut,with the improvementof his circumstances, must not
havefelt it worth the effort.
WhileThonetresumed production of the tubular steel chairs
afterthe war,all Mies's furniture in this country was brought out
by KnollAssociates,known since 1957 as Knoll International.It
wasa naturalchoice for a number of reasons,not the least of
which was the personalcontact with FlorenceKnoll,who had
beenMies'sstudent in Chicago. The revivalof his pieces
occurredon an ad hoc basis whenever Knoll's shops or Mies's
office found time, ora particulararchitectural project by Mies
requireda specific piece in larger quantities. Forindividual
pieces,Mieshad found a craftsman of rare capabilities in
Chicago,whose own contributions to the development of the
stainless-steelversionsentitled him to sign his work as a "Mies
originalby Gerald Griffith."The first pieces to be considered by
Knollin 1947 were the Barcelonachair,the Barcelonaottoman,
alsoin a versionwith a leather sling seat,and the X coffee table
fromthe TugendhatHouse,misnamed the Barcelonatable. The
lastto be introduced,in 1970, was the leather sofa that Mies
haddesigned for his own apartment in Berlin and,
supplementedwith a lounge chair,used for the Toronto
DominionBuilding.The flat bar version of the Brnochair had
joinedthe Knoll program in 1960 in connection with the
SeagramBuilding, where Philip Johnson had specified itforthe
FourSeasonsRestaurant.The Tugendhatchair without arms,
thetubular steel dining and lounge chairs, both without arms,
andthe day bed on tubular legs were added to the collection in
1964.Thefollowing year Mies entered into a contract with Knoll
which coveredonly the right to use his name,as none of his
designswereany longer protected. He thereforedid not receive

royaltiesbut only flat-fee paymentsovera ten-year period,
15
which provedadvantageousfor Knoll,since it obviously must
haveunderestimatedthe rising demand. The prototypes for all
pieces were made under the supervisionof Mies's office, which
also provided new drawings.Since the originals, including the
vellum set prepared in autumn 1931, probably for the Thonet
contract, had remained in Germany,these new drawings were
based on actual pieces of furniture extant in this country.
Most of the variationsfound in the current models are due to
technical and practical improvementsprompted by current
production methods or by moredemanding institutional use of
the'furniture.Thus,the leatherstraps of the Tugendhatchairs
areno longer held together by belt buckles, nor are the back
panels of the Brnochairs fastened to the frame with leathercoveredtacks. Thereare also differences in the execution of the
same model produced by Knoll affiliates in other countries
where local production techniques and materials necessitated
adjustments.Thus all steel parts made of polished stainless
steel in the United Statesare still chrome plated abroadas in
the original designs. While Mies is said to havebeen
disappointed by the slow pace and lagging output in which his
furniture became available,he was, on the other hand,
preoccupied with opportunities to actually build at large scale.
Moreover,he saw no need to involvehimself again in the design
of furniture,as he regardedthe existing pieces as definitive
statements which he felt would serveall purposes in his future
work.
While nothing has survivedto illuminate the design process
that led to the classic solutions—except his own remarksabout
"graveyardsof chairs" comprising the rejects of the Barcelona
experiments—severalhundred sketches and studies from the
1930s still exist to document the intensiveexploration of chair
forms.Thereare innumerablevariationsof existing shapes,
combinations of one detail with different elements,
applications of provenconfigurations to new materials,and,
probably most revealingand rewarding,instances where Mies
permitted his imagination to run free. Forexample, he studied
the possibilities of a Barcelonachaise longue by extending the
cross frame to accommodate a reclining body.Fromthere he
branched out, in one variation,combining frame elements to a
reversed-Z-shapeddouble cantilever configuration employing
the Tugendhatchair spring connection.This device seems to
haveheld a particular fascination for Mies since he came back
to it wheneverhe saw the possibility for an application. Like all
designers of modern furniture in the 1920s and 1930s, Mies
constantly sought an acceptable substitute for the bulky spring
elements in conventional upholsteredchairs, which had fallen
under the modernist ban. Reduced as they were to minimal
components,the new chairs seemed to offer but one option to
improvetheir comfort and that was through flexibility built into
the steel support frames or wooden seat shells themselves.The
search for resilience,however,lost its urgency with the
introduction of foam rubber as a compact upholstery material.

16 In existence since the early 1920s, when new methods for the
preservationand centrifugation of natural latex rubber were
invented,itwas not extensively used by furniture manufacturers
until after the Second World War,However,according to a 1972
article in Rubber Developments, Mies was among the first
designers to suggest this application, as he had had the chair
cushions in the Barcelona Pavilion made of foam rubber.
Variationsof the Tugendhatchair itself,in which the supporting
frame, alone or in combination with the armrests,was given
diverse curvilinear forms,were developed in detail, and twelve
of them wereeven submitted for design registrationin 1936. In
some of these proposals,the seat and back panels are
structurally part of the support frame in the same way as in the
flat bar versionof the Brnochair.This chair became another
importantpointofdepartureas Miesexamined various
alternativesof the frame-suspended seat and back elements.
Froma triangular hook shape he arrived at a solid triangular
support for which he sought a patent in 1935 but failed
because of an American priority.
Investigatingthe possibilities of the Brnoframe, he introduced
a gap between seat and back which would havegiven
resilience to the chair's back as well. A number of charcoal
curvaturestudies show the Brnoframe equipped with
bentwood seat shells.Whetherthese drawings were made in
connection with Lilly Reich'sdining chair for the Berlin Building
Exhibitionor in connection with their laterexploration of
bentwood seat shapes is uncertain.Thereis, however,no doubt
about Mies'sdeep interest in these curved continuous surfaces
nor about the source of his inspiration;a catalogue of the Alvar
Aalto furniture exhibition at the Wohnbedarf store in Zurich,of
1933, was found between his sketches.In many of them he
seeks ways to fuse the reclining seat contour with flat bar
supports that are derived from the Barcelonaor Tugendhat
formulas,or made up of circle segment combinations which, in
their intricacy,often resembleThonet rocking chairs. In fact,
there is an entire series of relatedsketches for rocking chairs,
which, by contrast, havequite simple functional outlines. In
some studies the continuous seat surface is extended barrel
like to the ground,resting only on a rudimentarycoat-rack
frame; in others the surface is prolonged laterally to form a
bench. Finally,there are designs for lounge and deck chairs in
which the surface is dissolved into narrowor wide bent strips,
reminiscent of nineteenth-century garden chairs.
Another idea that Mies adopted from Alvar Aalto was to use
bent laminated wood strips as a resilient support element.
Related in shape to the frame curve of the Brnochair,these
supports are either solid, tapering off at the end of the armrest,
or split into strands that are bent below the seat and above into
armrests and clamped together again at the back. In further
exploiting the technical innovationwhich made more
substantial wood bars bendable by inserting thin layersof a
different wood, Mies added steel rodsto increase resilience.In

August 1935 he was granted a patent for a runner-typechair
support in flexible materials,which he later transferredto Lilly
Reich.In October of the same year he also obtained a patentfoi
an automobile seat to which he had applied his earlier ideaof
an independently movable back. The gap between back and
seat is here,however,only an indentation in the continuousbut
flexible surface,allowing the back to moveforwardwhen the
seat is depressed under a person's weight.
The car seat design has a monolithic appearance,and the
earlierdistmction between supporting and supported
components is also obscured in the last group of furniture
designs that Mies was to make.Whether,as has been
suggested, he had begun to investigateplastic materialsin
Germany,perhaps in responseto a competition invitation in
1936 by the publishers of Modern Plastics, has not been
established.Theexisting sketches,a binder with 150 sheets,
were all made here in the early 1940s, probably for a venture
contrived by Anton Lorenz.It neverseemed to haveadvanced
far enough for full-scale drawings to be made,but Mies's
preliminary exploration is most comprehensiveand
systematic.The sketches are grouped according to their types
and theircomponents: one-piece chairs with and without
arms; two-piece chairs with and without arms where the seat
and back shell restson a separate base,or where the armrests
are part of the base,or where seat and back havetheir own
interlocking base parts.While the seat surface itself, modeled
after a common tractor seat,which Mies evendrew into oneof
the sketches,underwent little transformation,the back, arm,
and base parts appear in endless graduated variationsand
combinations. In some the backs are given a flat and taut curve,
then wrapped aroundto form wings as in Empirechairs, or they
are separated from the armrests by circularcut-outs orfused
with them as in the chairs designed in 1940 by Charles Eames
and EeroSaarinenfora Museumof ModernArt competition.
The bases are solid or hollowed pedestals,or trestle-like
cradles for the separateshells,or,in the one-piece chairs,
appear as side and rearspurs or runnersdeveloped out of the
seat shape. In character these shell forms are most organic,
often resembling bone structures,in some instances even with
allusions to rib structures.
In contrast to all his other furniture drawings,which are strictly
elevations,these sketches give perspective three-quarter
views.And while the linearity of all his previousdesigns owed
much to the ductile flow of the one-dimensional curvatures,
these conchoidal chairs are astonishingly sculptural objects of
an almost baroquecharacter.While one may see in them
reminiscences of his early exposureto Art Nouveau—both his
first employers,Bruno Pauland Peter Behrens,had been
leading practitioners of the style —they can also be attributed
to a deep inclination for sculptural form. Mies'sancestral
background of stone masons would easily explain any
predisposition,and his only friendship with a renownedartist in
the years beforethe First World War involveda sculptor,

Coverby Herbert Bayerof catalogue, Das neue Holzmobel
Aalto (The New Wood Furniture Aa/?oJ.Wohnbedarf store,
Zurich. 1933
Chair design by Charles Eamesand EeroSaarinen.1941.
Drawing for the Organic Design Competition organized by
The Museum of Modern Art (863.42)
Model of plaza in front of Seagram Building, New York,by Mies
van der Rohe.1955-57. Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (586.76)

chair WilhelmLehmbruck.Yet,whateverthe extent of his talents may
to Lilly havebeen,he neverseemed to havetrusted them and
oatentfo:suppressedtheir expressionthroughout his life. A decade after
ideaof thedesignof the conchoidal chairs he allowed a model to be
:k and madeof the large folded metal sculptures he envisioned in the
ousbut centerof the two reflecting pools in front of the Seagram
m the Building,but would not accede to theirexecution, although
theyhadbeen admired by those who had seen the preliminary
studies.
the
Miesalwayscherished his privacy and had let only those who
ure
workedor studied with him observethe creative process,
makingthe world believe that the Barcelonachair had sprung
lis in
fromhis head,like Athena,in its final perfection.The furniture
on in
designsreveal,perhaps better than any other aspect of Mies's
en
work,the rangeof his imagination but also,one is tempted to
heets, say,the moral imperativesthat guided the long process of
nture elimination."I often throw things out I like very much. They are
'anced dearto my heart,but when I havea betterconviction, a clearer
i's
idea. . . then I follow the clearer idea,"Mies declared in the
"ConversationsRegardingthe Futureof Architecture"that were
nrtypes recordedin 1956. "Thomas Aquinus,"he continued, "said
out
reasonis the first principle of all human work. Now,when you
ie seat havegraspedthat once,then you act accordingly.So,I would
rmrests throweverythingout that is not reasonable.I don't want to be
iwn
interesting,I want to be good."
odeled
) oneof Forlack of moreexplicit statements,we will neverknow the
, arm,
extentto which Mies had adopted the Aquinian reinterpretation
and
of Aristotelianreason.His interest in Catholic writers and
ut curve, thinkersis well known,but they were neverhis only source of
s,or they stimulation.One can make as plausible a case for Immanuel
fused Kant'sphilosophy,which had neverreally gone out of fashion in
; Eames Berlin,and it was this city's intellectual climate that had formed
tition.
Mies'smind after he had settled there at the age of twenty-two.
;e
TheDutcharchitect Hendrikus PetrusBerlage is said to have
rs,
introducedhim to the "truth of materials" doctrine, but Mies,
t of the unlikemost modernists, did not satisfy his reductionist
anic,
impulsesby merely leaving materials exposed.It was for him
venwith morea matter of their inherentqualities, the discoveryof laws
thatwould give the resulting form the sanction of being
preordained.Thus,if one reads"material" for Kant's "nature" in
strictly certainpassagesof,for instance,the Critique of Pure Reason,
-ter
^ey readlike guidelines that Mies may haveset for himself.
5owed Kantwrites that reasonoffers not only sets of principles but
ureSi
alsoan invitationto experiment. However,its approach to nature
ejectsof is not passivebut, rather,like that of a judge who extracts
m
answersto questions he himself has formulated. Mies's
>othhis indebtednessto Kant is even more obvious in his striving for
n
universality,which, particularly in his late work,gained such
ibuted importancethat one is tempted to paraphraseKant's
ai
categoricalimperative,"Createonly those forms through which
youcan at the same time will that they should become a
I artist in universallaw."It was this attitude of developing forms out of a
r,
material'snatureand of purifying them to a point where they

achieved universalapplicability, which Mies understoodas
being good rather than interesting.
Theseself-imposed rigorousrestraints,of course,affected only
the final stages of thedesign process and, as the chair
drawings so clearly demonstrate,did not diminish his initial
inventiveness.Second only to Mies's original imagination is his
unique, inborn sense of proportion,which was effective even
within the limited margins of the given anatomical dimensions.
What appealed most to those who, at the beginning of the
1930s, had converted to the consolidated modernism best
described by the Germanterm Neue Sachlichkeit, was the
understatedelegance of his designs. Ennoblingthe simplicity
and clarity of their forms, it made Mies chairs classics in a
matter of years.The models brought out again after the Second
World War were the basic versionsstripped of such removable
details as the arms of the 1927 side chair,which were liable to
reintroducea period flavor.They not only remained in demand
at a time when the word Bauhausacquired a distinctly
pejorativemeaning,but the Barcelonachair even became a
status symbol with a high incidence of poor imitations.When
the time had come for the 1920s to be rediscovered-resulting
in the current revivalof tubular steel furniture—Mies's designs
seemed less than ever confined to the period of their origin. To
the degree in which they havebecome timeless,they now
stand out as the work of an individual whose achievementsin
this area confirm his pre-eminence among the designers of our
century.
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Drawingof wing chair.Detail from interior perspective for the
Hubbe House project, Magdeburg. 1935. Pencil on board,480
x 670 mm (19 x 26 %in.). Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (7 11.63)
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Catalogue

The catalogue is arranged according to four general groupings:
tubular steel frames,tubular support elements,bar steel
frames,and experimental chair designs. In the descriptions of
individual items,all dimensions and materials are based on
original drawings (mainly the full-size vellum set of AugustSeptember 1931) inthe Archiveor on original pieces of
furniture in the Collection. Laterdeviations or variations are
indicated only where relevant.All measurementsare taken in
millimeters and then converted into the nearest Vieinch. The
model numbers are given where known in parenthesesafter
the manufacturers'names.
In the dimensions of the drawings,height precedeswidth. If not
otherwise indicated, all drawings belong to the Mies van der
RoheBequest receivedby the Archiveafter 1969. The number
in parenthesisat the end of each entry indicates the Museumof
Modern Art accession number.
Photographsof all current models are by Yukio Futagawa,
Tokyo;all others are from the Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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1. Sketchof figure with side chair.Detail.Pencil on paper,295 x
208mm (11 % x 8 3 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museumof Modern Art
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Side Chair 1927

20 Materials
Steel tubes,chrome plated (current model, U.S.:stainless
steel) in three sections connected by dowels and screws or
welded, one stiffening rod; belting leatherslings for seat,laced
at underside and screwed to rearof frame at back (originally
available with lacqueredor nickel-plated frame and with plain
two-cord yarn fabric slings or continuous lacquered caning).
/ie

/ie
/ie
15

Dimensions
Height790mm (31 in.),seat height 440 mm (17 5 in.),width
470 mm (18V2in.) [current model: 495 mm —19V2in.],depth
720 mm (28 5 in.) [current model: 699 mm —27V2in.]; tube
diameter 24 mm (
in.), wall thickness 2 mm (Vie in.).
Manufacturers
(1927-30) Berliner MetallgewerbeJoseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 10); (1932present) Thonet (MR 533), (1964-present) Knoll International
(256).

2

2. Side chair,as shown in model roomof apartment house by
Mies van der Roheat the Weissenhof Housing Exhibition,
Stuttgart. 1927 (from Werner Graff, ed., Innenraume, 1928)
3 and 4. Original side chair.The Museumof Modern Art,gift of
Edgar Kaufmann,Jr. (22.49)

3

Side Chair with Arms 1927

22 Materials
Steeltubes, chrome plated in five sections connected by
dowels and screwsor welded, arm tubes screwed to frame at
back and fastened with brackets at bottom,one stiffening rod;
belting leatherslings forseat and back, laced at rearand
underside (originally available with lacqueredor nickel-plated
frame and with plain two-cord yarn fabric slings orcontinuous
lacquered caning, also around armrests).
/5ie
/ie
/,5
1
/i6
i6
/i6
3

Dimensions
Height 790 mm (31 in.),seat height 440 mm (17 in.),width
520 mm (20 7 in.),depth 820 mm (32% in.); tube diameter 24
mm (
in.),wall thickness 2 mm ( in.); in one variation,
frame is 5 mm ( in.) narrowerat rearthan in front to allow
parallel alignment of arms with cantilever curve beforepassing
around back.
Manufacturers
(1927-30) Berliner MetallgewerbeJoseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 20); (1932present) Thonet (MR 534); (1977) Knoll International (256 A).
5. Side chairs with arms and black lacqueredcane seats facing
desk near library area on the main floor of TugendhatHouse,
Brno, Czechoslovakia.1930
6. and 7. Original side chair with arms and leatherseat and
back. The Museumof ModernArt, gift of Edgar Kaufmann Jr
(20.49)

//ie
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Stool 1927

24 Materials
Steel tubes, chrome plated in two sections connected by
dowels and screwsor welded, one stiffening rod; belting
leathersling, laced at underside (originally available with
lacqueredor nickel-plated frame and with plain two-cord yarn
fabric or lacquered caning).
Dimensions
Height 440mm (17 in.),width 450 mm (1711 in.),depth
500 mm (19% in.); tube diameter 24 mm (
in.),wall
thickness 2 mm (Vie in.).
Manufacturers
(1927-30) Berliner Metallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten, Berlin (MR 1).
8. Original stool with leathersling. The Museumof Modern Art,
promised gift of Philip Johnson
9. Original stool with lacqueredframe and cane seat (from Die
Form, vol. 3, June 1928)
10. Loungechair by Mies van der Roheand bed and bedside
table by Lilly Reich,as shown in model house by Lilly Reich at
the Berlin Building Exhibition. 1931
11. Sketchesfor low tables. Early 1930s. Pencil on paper,2 11 x
296 mm (8 %6x 1111 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (899. 74)

Lounge Chair 1 931

26

,5
/i6in.);tubediameter24mm
/ie
/s
1

Materials
Steel tubes, chrome plated in five sections connected by,
dowels and screws,one stiffening rod; nine rubberor leather
straps; continuous roll and pleat cushion with plain or
checkered linen cover (originally available with lacqueredor
nickel-plated frame and with continuous lacquered caning).
Dimensions
Height 840 mm (33 in.),seat height 400 mm (15% in.),width
550 mm (21% in.),depth 900 mm (35% in.),seat inclination50
mm (115
(
in.),wall thickness2
mm (V16in.) and 3 mm ( in.) for the two cantilever/seat
sections of frame.
Manufacturers
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 30); (1977)
Knoll International (247).
12 and 13. Currentreproductionof lounge chair with beige
velvet cushion.The Museumof ModernArt, gift of Knoll
International (297.76)

12

1

width
lation50
:kness2
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Lounge Chair with Arms 1931

28 Materials
Steel tubes, chrome plated in seven sections connected by
dowels and screws, arm tubes screwed to frame at back and
fastened with brackets at bottom, two stiffening rods; nine
rubber or leather straps; continuous roll and pleat cushion with
plain orcheckered linen cover (originally available with
lacquered or nickel-plated frame and with continuous
lacquered caning, also around armrests).

5ie
/9
,5
/ie

Dimensions
Height 840mm (33 in.), seat height 400 mm (15% in.), width
600 mm (23
in.); depth 950 mm (37
in.); tube diameter
24 mm (
in.), wall thickness 2 mm (He in.) and 3 mm (Vein.)
for the two cantilever/seat sections of frame.
Manufacturers
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,
(1977) Knoll International (248).

/ie
5

Berlin (MR 40);

14. Sketches of lounge chairs with arms. Early 1930s. Pencil on
paper, 296 x 21 0 mm (1 11He x 8
in.). Mies van der Rohe
Archive, The Museum of Modern Art (622.74)
15 and 16. Current reproduction of lounge chair with arms and
black cushion. The Museum of Modern Art, gift of Knoll
International (298.76)
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Coffee Table 1 927

30 Materials
Steel tubes and bars, chrome plated in five sections connected
by dowels and screws; black glass top (originally available with
lacquered or nickel-plated frame and with clear glass or
lacquered plywood top).
Dimensions
(MR 130) height 500 mm (19% in.), diameter 600 mm
(23
in.); (MR 140) height 500 mm (19% in.), diameter
700mm (27% in.); tube diameter 24 mm ( 1Vi in.), wall
thickness 2 mm (
in.).
Manufacturers
(1927-30 Berliner Metallgewerbe Joseph Muller, Berlin;
(1 931 ) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten, Berlin (MR 130,1 40);
(1977) Knoll International (259).

17. Side chair and coffee table in entrance hall on upper level
of Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930
18 and 19. Current reproduction of coffee table. The Museum of
Modern Art, gift of Knoll International (41 0.76)
20. Original coffee table measuring 600 mm (23
in.) in
height and diameter. The Museum of Modern Art, gift of Alfred
H. Barr, Jr. (474.70)
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Chaise Longue 1 931

Materials
Steel tubes, chrome plated in six sections connected bydower
and screws,three stiffening rods; thirteen rubberstraps;
continuous roll and pleat cushion with plain or checkeredliner
cover (originally available with lacqueredor nickel-plated
frame).

/9ie
/i6
3
/i6
3

Dimensions
Height 955 mm (371/2in.), seat height at knees 490 mm
(19% in.), width 600 mm (23
in.), depth 1,200 mm
47
in.); tube diameter 25 mm (1 in.), wall thickness 2 mm
(%6in.) and 5 mm ( in.) for the two cantilever/seatsections;
originally available as small model with higher overallandseat
heights and a shorter depth, produced by Thonet.
Manufacturers
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 100); (from
1932 on) Thonet (MR 535); (1977) Knoll International(241)

/8
7

2 1. Sketch for chaise longue.Early 1930s. Pencilon paper,285
x 224 mm (11% x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (616.74)

/i6
5

22. Sketch for chaise longue.Early 1930s. Pencil on paper,211
x 295 mm (8 x 11% in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (715.74)
23 and 24. Original chaise longue with reproductionof navy
blue cushion.The Museumof Modern Art,gift of Philip Johnson
(295.76)

Chaise Longue with Spring Frame 1 931

Materials
Steel tubes, lacquered, nickel orchrome plated, reclining frame
in four sections, support frame in two sections, connected by
dowels and screws, both frames clamped together by brackets
two stiffening rods; rubber straps; continuous roll and pleat
cushion with plain or checkered linen cover.

/5ie
/5ie
9
s
/i

Dimensions
Height 950 mm (37
in.), seat height at knees 500 mm
(19
in.), width 600 mm (23
in.), depth 1,200 mm
(4 73 6 in.); tube diameter 25 mm (1 in.), wall thickness
3 mm (Ve in.).
Manufacturer
(1 931 ) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,

Berlin (MR 110).

/i6
3

25. Sketch for chaise longue with spring frame. 1931 . Pencilon
paper, 330 x 208 mm (13 x 8
in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive
The Museum of Modern Art (552.74)

/ex
7

26. Sketch for chaise longue with double cantileverframe.
Early 1930s. Pencil on paper, 225 x 350 mm (8
14 in.).Mies
van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art (934.74)
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27. Elevation and plan drawing for chaise longue with spring
frame. Scale 1:1. Dated 19 August 1931 . Pen and ink on vellum
1,556 x 996 mm (61 5 6 x 39 in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive,
The Museum of Modern Art (962.74)
28. Perspective drawing of chaise longue with spring frame
and seat straps. 1931. Pencil on paper, 228 x 545 mm (9 x
21 1/2in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern
Art (774.74)
29. Preliminary curvature study for chaise longue with spring
frame. Scale 1:1. 1931. Charcoal on tracing paper, 1,091 x
1,357 mm (43 x 53V2 in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive, The
Museum of Modern Art [1243.74]
30. Preliminary curvature study for chaise longue with spring
frame. Scale 1:1.1931. Charcoal, pencil, colored pencil on
tracing paper, 960 x 1,344 mm (37
x 53 in.). Mies van der
Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art (1 245.74)
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Reclining
Frame 1 932

Materials
Steel
tubes,chrome-plated reclining and support frames in
sections
connectedby dowels and screws,three stiffening
rods,
recliningframe adjustable to two positions by means of
hooksrestingon pegs attached to the support frame; rubber
straps;continuousroll and pleat cushion.
Dimensions
Heightat high position 925 mm (36% in.),seat height at knees
440mm(17 in.),width 660 mm (2515 in.),depth at high
position1,720 mm (67% in.); tube diameter 25 mm (1 in.).
Manufacturer
Never
in production.(Cradle-supportversion—1977) Knoll
International
(242)
31.Sketchof reclining frame with rearsupport. 1931 -32. Pencil
onpaper,21Ox 296 mm (8
x 111Viein.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,
The Museum of Modern Art
32.Sketchof rearsupport and clamping details for reclining
frame.1931-32. Pencil on paper,209 x 296 mm (8% x
111Vi6in.).Miesvan der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern
Art(887.74)

/i6
/i11

33. Sketch of reclining frame with different support
34.S
configurations. 1931-32. Pencilon paper,209 x 296 mm(8'/<*conf
11
in.).Mies van derRohe Archive,The Museumof Modern
(11,1
Art (929.74)
Mod
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34.Sketchof recliningframe with different support
configurations.
1931-32. Pencilon paper,296 x 209 mm
(11,1 x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern
Art (927.74)

35. Sketchof reclining frame with different support
configurations. 1931-32. Pencilon paper,296 x 209 mm
(111V16x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (926.74)

36.Recliningframe suspended under beach house.Student
project
by EduardLudwig for a course by Mies van der Rohe,
Bauhaus,
Dessau.1931

34

36
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40 37. Sketches for reclining frame with different support
elements. 1931-32. Pencil on paper, 200 x 170 mm (7 x
6 3 in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art
(488.74)
38. Current reproduction of reclining frame with navy blue
cushion. The Museum of Modern Art, gift of Knoll International
(296.76)
39. Elevation drawing of adjustable seat frame with separate
support and ottoman frame. 1931-32. Pencil on paper, 100 x
209 mm (3 15 6 x 8 in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive, The
Museum of Modern Art

XIX.
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Tubular Support Elements 1 930-34

42 40. Desk with leather-covered top and tubular steel legs, book
shelves with rosewood veneered planks and tubular steel
supports, as installed in the apartment of Philip Johnson, New
York. 1930
41 . Drawing of connection between leg and table top. Detail.
Early 1930s. Pencil on paper, 296 x 438 mm (1 11Vie x 17% in.).
Mies van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art
(1251.74)

/ie
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42. Perspective drawing of cabinet with pearwood veneered
frame, tubular steel supports, and glass doors on either side on
main floor of Tugendhat House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. Detail.
1930. Pencil on paper, 625 x 952 mm (24% x 37
in.). Mies
van der Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art
43. Drawing for tubular steel floor-to-ceiling flower stand. 1934.
Pencil on paper, 31 5 x 225 mm (12% x 8% in.). Mies van der
Rohe Archive, The Museum of Modern Art

42
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Couch 1930

44
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45

46

44.Ske
Materials
onpap
Wood frame with lap joints and attached half-roundedge,
Archiv
tubular steel legs set into frame with slotted metal sleeveto
tighten leg by screwing flange; eleven rubber straps; mattress
45.Ske
and bolster in fabric or leather.
paper,
2
Archiv
Dimensions
Height (top of frame) 285 mm (111 in.),length 2,000 mm
46.Cum
(78 in.), width 1,000 mm (39
in.), thickness of frame
50 mm (115 in.),width of frame 100 mm (3
in.);diameter le an
Modem
of foot tube 26 mm (1 Vwin.),distance of feet from endsof
frame 257.5 mm GOVsin.).
Manufacturers
(From 1930 on) Richard Fahnkow/GuntherandCo.,Berlin;
(1964-present) Knoll International (258).

45

44.Sketches
for tubular steel bed frames. Early 1930s. Pencil
/iex °npaper,
5
211 x 296 mm (8
11 1Viein.).MiesvanderRohe
Archive,
The Museum of Modern Art (799.74)

/ie

45.Sketchfor tubular steel bed frame. Early 1930s. Pencil on
Paper,
211 x 296 mm (8 5 x 11 1Viein.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,
The Museum of Modern Art (797.74)

9s,

A6.Currentmodel of couch with wood frame on tubular steel
e andwith leather mattressand bolster.The Museum of
Modern
Art,gift of Knoll International (416.76)
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Barcelona Chair 1 929

»

Materials
Flatsteel bars,chrome plated (currentmodel, U.S.:stainless
steel) in nine sections welded together; nine seat and eight
back leatherstraps screwed into edges of transversebars;
solid horsehaircushions with plain fabric or pigskin cover,top
of cushions divided by welts into twenty equal parts with
buttons at the intersections.
Dimensions
F!eight760mm (29 7 in.),seat height 345 mm (13
in.),
width 750 mm (29 in.),length 754 mm (29 % in.); steel bar
width 35 mm (1 %), steel bar thickness 11 mm ( in.); strap
width 38 mm (1 in.).
Manufacturers
(1929-30) BerlinerMetallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 90); (1948present) Knoll International (250).
47. Barcelonachairs and ottomans in reception area of
German Pavilion,World Exposition, Barcelona,Spain. 1929
48. Section and plan drawing of Barcelonachair with strap
layout.Early 1930s. Pencil,red pencil on paper,906 x 983 mm
(35 1V16x 38 % in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (957.74)
49 and 50. Currentmodel of Barcelonachair.The Museumof
Modern Art, gift of Knoll International (552.53)

49
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Barcelona Ottoman 1929

Materials
Flat steel bars,chrome plated (current model, U.S.:stainless
steel) in eightsections welded together; seven leatherstraps
screwed into edges of transversebars; solid horsehaircushion
with plain fabric or pigskin cover,top of cushion divided by
welts into sixteen equal parts with buttons at the intersections
(currentmodel available with belting leathersling, laced at
underside).
Dimensions
Height (top of frame) 290 mm (11% in.), width 580 mm
(22 ,3 in.), depth 600 mm (23 9 in.), seat depth 540 mm
(21% in.); steel bar width 35 mm (1 % in.), steel bar thickness
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11 mm (

in.).

Manufacturers
(1929-30) Berliner Metallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 80); (1948present) Knoll International (251, 253)
5 1. Barcelonaottomans and tables placed against onyx and
light walls in reception area of German Pavilion,World
Exposition, Barcelona,Spain. 1929
52 and 53. Currentmodel of Barcelonaottoman. The Museum
of Modern Art, gift of Knoll International (415.76)
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Chaise Longue Studies 1934

53

54.Sketchesof Barcelonachaise longue. 1934. Red pencil on
paper,306 x 209 mm (12 Viex 8Vain.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (524.74)
/i6

55.Sketchesof Barcelonachaise longue and derivations.
1934.Red pencil on paper,320 x 207 mm (12 % x 8 3 in.).
Miesvan der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern Art
(525.74)
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56.Sketchesof Barcelonachaise longue and derivations.
1934.Pencilon paper,285 x 224 mm (11V*x 8 7 in.).Mies van
der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (557.74)

/s

57.Sketch of Barcelonachaise longue. 1934. Pencil on paper,
103x 173 mm (4 Viex 6 7 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museumof Modern Art (1210.74)
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Tugendhat Chair 1929-30

Materials
Flatsteel bars,chrome plated (currentmodel, U.S.:stainless
steel) in six sections and two arm pieces (current model
without armrests),joints connected by screwsor welded, two
stiffening rods; eight horizontalleatherstraps with belt
buckles; solid horsehaircushions with plain fabric or pigskin
cover.
Dimensions
Height 875 mm (34% in.) [height of current model reduced by
60 mm —2 % in.], seat height 320 mm (12 % in.), width
770 mm (30% in.),depth 700 mm (27 % in.), steel bar width
35 mm (1 % in.), steel bar thickness 11 mm ( in.), cushion
thickness 65 mm (2 9 in.).
Manufacturers
(1929-30) Berliner Metallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 70); (1964present) Knoll International(254); (versionwith arms—1977)
Knoll International (254 A)
58. Tugendhatchairs with silver gray cushions in the sitting
area on the main floor of TugendhatHouse,Brno,
Czechoslovakia. 1930.
59,60 and 6 1. Original chair from TugendhatHouse with
pigskin cushions.The Museumof Modern Art,gift of Herbert
Tugendhat,Caracas,and Knoll International, 1970 (414.76)
62 and 63. Frameof original chair from TugendhatHouse.
Details.The Museumof Modern Art,gift of Herbert Tugendhat,
Caracas, and Knoll International,1970 (414.76)
64. Frameof original chair from TugendhatHouse.The Museum
of ModernArt,gift of Herbert Tugendhat,Caracas,and Knoll
International, 1970 (414.76)

.

Tugendhat Chair 1 930-31 and Variations 1 936

Materials
Steel tubes, lacquered,nickel or chrome plated in sections
connected by dowels and screws,support and seat frame
clamped together by brackets; eight horizontal straps;
cushions with plain or checkered linen coveror continuous
lacquered caning.
Dimensions
Height 880 mm (34 9 in.),seat height 340 mm (13% in.),
width 700 mm (27 % in.); tube diameter 24 mm (
in.),wall
thickness 2 mm (Vie in.); cushion thickness 65 mm (2 9 in.).
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Manufacturers
(1930) Berliner MetalIgewerbeJoseph Muller,Berlin; (1931)
Bamberg Metallwerkstatten, Berlin (MR 60).

65. Elevationand plan drawing of tubular steel Tugendhatchair.
Scale 1:1. 1931. Pen and ink on paper, 1,045 x 1,010 mm
(41 3 x 39 13 in.).Mies van derRohe Archive,The Museumof
Modern Art (948.74)
66 through 7 1. Perspectivedrawings of Tugendhatchair
variationswith and without spring connection,and with
different support-frame or armrestconfigurations.Scale 1:10.
Froma set of eighteen blueprints submitted for a design patent
in 1936. Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern Art
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Tugendhat Coffee Table 1930

60 Materials
Flatsteel bars,chrome plated (currentmodel, U.S.:stainless
steel) in sections welded together; clear plate glass (originally
available with lacqueredor nickel-plated frame and black
glass or rosewood top).
/ie
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Dimensions
Height of frame 530 mm (20 13 in.),length of frame at side
900 mm (35% in.); steel bar width 35 mm (1 % in.),steel bar
thickness 11 mm (
in.); length of glass at side 1,000 mm
(39 5 in.), thickness of glass top 20 mm (
in.).
Manufacturers
(1930) BerlinerMetallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin; (1931)
Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 150); (1948-present)
Knoll International(252). Originally labeled Dessautable, it is
now listed in the Knoll Internationalcatalogue as Barcelona
table.

72. Coffee table in the sitting area on the main floor of
TugendhatHouse, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930
73. Current model of the Tugendhatcoffee table. The Museum
of Modern Art, Phyllis B. Lambert Fund (161.58)
74. Sketchesof tables with different flat bar and tubular steel
leg configurations. Early 1930s. Pencilon paper,209 x 296 mm
(8Vax 11 1Viein.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (894.74)

73
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Brno Chair 1929-30

Materials
Steel tubes, chrome plated in two sections connected by
dowels and screws or welded; wooden seat and back frames
connected by iron angles and supported by metal studs
projecting from frame; upholstered and coveredwith white calf
parchment (originally available with lacqueredor nickel-plated
frame and fabric and leather cover).
Dimensions
Height 786 mm (30 % in.),height of frame 695 mm (27 % in.),
height of seat 437.5 mm (17 3 in.),width of frame 550 mm
(21 % in.),depth 595 mm (28% in.),depth of frame 565 mm
(22 3 in.); tube diameter 24 mm (
in.),tube wall thickness
2 mm (Vi6 in.), seat and back thickness 30 mm (1 3 in.).
Manufacturers
(1929-30) BerlinerMetallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (MR 50); (1977)
Knoll International (245).
75. Brnochairs with tubular steel frames and coffee table
behind the dining area on the main floor of Tugendhat
House, Brno, Czechoslovakia. 1930
76. Original Brnochair with tubular steel frame and white
parchment coveredseat and back. The Museumof Modern Art,
gift of Philip Johnson (411.76)
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Brno Chair 1929-30 and Variations 1931 -35

64 Materials
Flat steel bars,chrome plated in three sections welded
together,attached angles screwed to seat and back; wood
frame upholstered and covered with leather.
1s
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Dimensions
Height 810 mm (3113 in.),height of frame 690 mm (27 in.),
height of seat 440 mm (17
in.), width of feet 410 mm
(16 in.),depth 570 mm (22% in.); steel bar width 35 mm
(1% in.),steel bar thickness 11 mm ( in.),setback of bottom
cross bar 100 mm (3
in.).
Manufacturers
(1929-30) Berliner Metallgewerbe Joseph Muller,Berlin;
(1931) Bamberg Metallwerkstatten,Berlin (special orderonly);
(1960-present) Knoll International (255).
77. Currentmodel of Brnochair with flat bar stainless-steel
frame and black leathercoveredseat and back. The Museumof
Modern Art, gift of Knoll International (412.76)
78. Brnochair with flat bar chrome-plated steel frame and
leathercoveredseat and back in Mrs.Tugendhat'sbedroom on
the upper floor of TugendhatHouse,Brno,Czechoslovakia.
1930

/i6

79. Curvaturestudy for Brno chair with tubular frame and
molded seat. 1931. Charcoalon paper,883 x 695 mm (34 13
x 27 %in.). Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern
Art (968.74)
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80. Sketchesof Brnochair variationsor other frame supported
seat and back units. 1934. Pencil on paper,296 x 21 1 mm
(11 11 x 8 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (656.74)
81. Sketchesof cantilever chairs with continuous and separate
seat and back surfaces. Early 1930s. Pencil on paper,296 x
211 mm (11 11 x8
in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (628.74)
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82. Sketchesof cantilever chairs with hollow or solid triangular
supports. 1935. Pencil on envelope, 100 x 190 mm (3 15 x
71/2in.). Mies van der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art
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83. Curvaturestudy for molded seat supported by tubular
runners. 1931. Charcoal on paper, 1,048 x 845 mm (41 5 x
33 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern
Art (986.74)
84. Dining chairs with tubular steel runnersand upholstered
seat and back unit by Lilly Reich,as shown in the dining room of
her model house at the Berlin Building Exhibition. 1931

67

Bentwood Chair Studies 1933-34
//4
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89. Drawingofchairwith bentwood seat surface and flat bar
steel support with bottom spring connection. 1934. Pencil,pen
and ink on paper,209 x324 mm (8
12 13 in.).Mies van der
Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (763.74)
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86. Sketchesof chairs with bentwood seat surfacesand spring
connected supports. 1933-34. Pencilon paper,284 x 224 mm
(111 x 8 in.). Mies van derRohe Archive,The Museumof
Modern Art (546.74)

85. Sketchesof chairs with bentwood seat surfacesand spring
connected supports. 1933-34. Pencil on paper,284 x 224 mm
(11 Vix 8 in.). Mies van derRohe Archive,The Museum of
Modern Art (545.74)

89

87. Sketchesof chairs with bentwood seat surfacesand spring
connected supports. 1933-34. Pencil on paper,285 x 223 mm
(11% x 8 13 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (709.74)
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88. Sketchesof chairs with bentwood seatsurfacesand spring
connected supports. 1933-34. Pencil on paper,285 x 224 mm
(11% x 8 7 in.). Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (689.74)

90.Sketchof chair with separate seat supported by a rear
frame with bottom spring connection and with back supported
byafrontcantileverframe. Detail.Early 1930s. Pencil on paper,
285 x 223 mm (111 x 8 13 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (555.74)
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91. Drawing for chair with high back, Barcelona-typeframe,
and slatted seat surface. 1934. Pencilon paper,278 x 291 mm
(10 15 x 111 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (767.74)
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92. Sketch of chair with high back and upholstered seat surface
on reversed-Z-shapedsupport. 1934. Pencilon paper,229 x
298 mm (9 Viex 11 % in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (671.74)

94. Drawing for chair with bentwood seat surfaceand trestletype support frame. 1934. Colored pencil on paper,210 x
295 mm (8
11 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (606.74)
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93. Sketch of the reversed-Z-typechair with Kangaroofeet and
arms. Detail. 1934. Pencilon paper,328 x 209 mm (12 15 x
QVain.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern Art
(662.74)

95. Drawingfor chair with bentwood seat surfaceand coatrack-type support frame. 1934. Colored pencil on paper,21 I x
295 mm (8
11 % in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,Museum
of Modern Art (608.74)
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96. Drawing of bench with bentwood seat surfaceand angular
flat bar supportf rame. 1934. Pencilon paper,277 x 292 mm
(10 15 x 111 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art (923.74)
97. Drawing of deck chair or day bed with slatted laterally bent
seatsurface and angularflatbarsupportframe. 1934. Pencilon
paper,323 x 400 mm (12 % x 15 % in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (924.74)
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99. Drawing of rocking chair with bentwood seat surfaceand
flat bar support frame. 1934. Pen and ink on paper,275 x
312 mm (10 13 x 12 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (770.74)

98. Drawing of rocking chair with continuous seat surfaceand
tubular frame. 1934. Pencil,colored pencil on paper,21 1 x
295 mm (8 5 x 11 % in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (603.74)
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Bentwood Frame Studies 1934-35
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100. Sketchof chairs with split bentwood frames and steel rod
reinforcement.1934-35. Penand ink,colored pencil on paper,
209 x 297 mm (8% x 11% in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (1 173.74)
101. Sketchesof chairs with bentwood frame supporting, at
front and back, upholsteredseat and back unit. Detail. 1934-35.
Pencilon paper,210 x 295 mm (8 x1 1 5
Mies van der
Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art
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102. Sketchof cantileverchairs with slotted back shell. Detail.
1930s. Pencilon paper,220 x 310 mm (8 % x 12 3 in.).Mies
van der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art
103. Illustrationfrom the printed description of the resilient
runner-typesupport for chairs, for which Mies was granted a
patent in Germanyon August 15, 1935. Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art

8

104. Illustrationfrom the printed description of the car seat for
which Mies was granted a patent in Germanyon October 24,
1935. Detail. Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof
Modern Art
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Conchoidal Chair Studies Early 1 940s
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105. Sketchof conchoidal chairwith arms. Early 1940s. Pen
and ink, pencil on paper,152x21 1 mm (6 x8
in.).Mies van
der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1088.74)
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106. Sketchof tractor seat.Early 1940s. Penand ink on paper,
152 x 208 mm (6 x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The
Museum of Modern Art (1 129.74)
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107. Sketch of conchoidal chairwithoutarms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152x21 1 mm (6x8
in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1047.74)

108. Sketch of conchoidal chair without arms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152 x 206 mm (6x8 Vain.). Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1075.74)

109. Sketchof conchoidal chairwithoutarms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152 x 215 mm (6 x 8% in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1053.74)

110. Sketchesof conchoidal chair without arms,from the rear.
Early 1940s. Pencilon paper,152x212mm (6x8% in.).Mies
van der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1018.74)
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111. Sketchof conchoidal seatshell. Early 1940s. Pencil on
paper,152 x208 mm (6x8
in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (1022.74)

112. Sketchof conchoidal seat shell. Early 1940s. Pencilon
paper,152 x 208 mm (6 x 8 in.)Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (1 109.74)
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113. Sketchof conchoidal seatshell. Early 1940s. Pencil on
paper,152 x 208 mm (6 x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (1028.74)

114. Sketchof conchoidal seat shell. Early 1940s. Pencilon
paper,152x210mm (6x8
in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (1033.74)

115. Sketchof conchoidal seatshell with separate H-shaped
base. Early 1940s. Pen and ink on paper, 152 x 206 mm (6 x
8 Vein.). Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern Art
(1086.74)
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116. Sketchof conchoidal seatshell with arms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152 x 208 mm (6 x8
in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1042.74)

117. Sketch of conchoidal seat shell with arms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152 x208 mm (6x8 3 in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1 106.74)
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118. Sketchof conchoidal seatshell with arms. Early 1940s.
Pencil on paper,152 x 207 mm (6x8 3 in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1061.74)

119. Sketchof conchoidal seat shell with arms. Early 1940s.
Pencilon paper,152x207 mm (6x8
in.).Mies van der Rohe
Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1059.74)
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120. Sketchesof conchoidal seat shell with arms in different
bases. Early 1940s. Pen and ink on paper, 152 x 206 mm (6 x
8 Vsin.). Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof ModernArt
(1094.74)
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121. Sketchof conchoidal chair with separate seat shell with
rearsupport and front base with arms. Early 1940s. Pencilon
paper,152 x 21 1 mm (6x8 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,
The Museum of Modern Art (1 105.74)
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122. Sketchof conchoidal chairwith separateseatand base
with overlapping open armrestsattached to the seat.Early
1940s. Pencilon paper,152 x 206 mm (6 x 8 1 in.).Mies van
der Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1019.74)

124. Sketchesof conchoidal chair base with separate arm and
back unit. Early 1940s. Pencil on paper, 152 x 207 mm (6 x
8 3 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museumof Modern
Art (1119.74)

123. Sketchesof conchoidal chair bases with arms and of
separateseat shell with its own rearsupport.Early 1940s. Pen
and ink on paper,207 x 152 mm (8 3 x 6 in.).Mies van der
Rohe Archive,The Museum of Modern Art (1093.74)

125. Sketchesof conchoidal chairs with armless seat base and
rear support back unit. Early 1940s. Pencil on paper, 152 x
208 mm (6 x 8 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museum
of Modern Art (1099.74)
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126. Sketchesof conchoidal seat shells with arms and
separate bases. Early 1940s. Pen and ink on paper, 152 x
210 mm (6x8 5 in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museum
of Modern Art (1 103.74)
127. Sketchesof conchoidal seat shells with arms and
separate bases. Early 1940s. Pen and ink on paper, 152 x
209 mm (6 x 814in.).Mies van der RoheArchive,The Museum
of Modern Art (1 154.74)
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